
Explorify activities linked to Animals including Humans (Ages 4 – 7) 

Curriculum objective Explorify activity Taking it further in the classroom 
ZIZO = Zoom In Zoom Out, OOO= Odd One Out, LWCYH = Listen what can you hear   WGO = What’s going on? BQ = Big question 

Name different animals 
Name and describe some plants 
and animals children are likely to 
see, encouraging children to 
recognise familiar plants and 
animals whilst outside. 
(England - Development Matters 
EYFS) 

identify and name a variety of 
common animals including fish, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds and 
mammals 
(England Y1) 

Birds 
ZIZO CreatureComforts – blue tit 
ZIZO Red ruffles – red kite 
OOO Fappy Friends – penguin, duck and 
sparrow 
OOO Feathered friend - ostrich, wren and 
barn owl 
WCYH That’s a flap – bird song 

Birds are warm-blooded, have wings and feathers and most species can fly. 
Use the different activities to identify the features of different birds, as well 
as birds in general. 
Take your class for a walk to observe some birds. You could go to a local 
park, wood, river, canal or pond. Give the children a spotter sheet to take 
with them with the birds they are likely to see. The RSPB and WWT have a 
great selection of sheets to choose from.  
You could discuss what might be suitable food to take with you to feed the 
birds, or make a bird feeder for outside the classroom. 
You could also join in the RSPB Big School's Birdwatch. This video takes you 
through bird watching with a class. 
On laptops or tablets, children can find out about different birds using the 
RSPB's A-Z guide. It is very child friendly and the children can listen to the 
sounds the birds make. 

Mammals 
ZIZO Prints – dog 
ZIZO Furry Ear – foxes 
OOO Sleepy heads – three animals that 
hibernate 
OOO Australian animals - Tasmanian devil, 
koala and kangaroo 
OOO Animals in winter - grey squirrel, 
Mongolian wolf and reindeer. 
OOO Savannah sidekicks – elephant, giraffe 
and hippopotamus  
WCYH Wild things – savannah animals 
WGO Squirrelling away – squirrels 

Mammals are warm-blooded, feed their young with milk and have fur or 
hair. 
Use these activities to establish the features of mammals by asking simple 
questions like “Does this animal have hair or fur?” or “Do dogs lay eggs?”. 
Give the children opportunities to observe different mammals – this could 
be pets like dogs, cats and hamsters, or wild animals like squirrels and foxes. 
Visits to farms will give the children the chance to see a wider variety of 
mammals and learn about their features. You could invite a local vet in to 
talk about the animals they care for. 
Once children have learnt about common UK mammals they can begin to 
learn about animals in different habitats around the world. 

Reptiles  
ZIZO Slippery customer - snake 

Reptiles are cold-blooded, have dry scaly skin, and usually lay eggs. Reptiles 
found in the UK include grass snakes, adders, slow worms and common 
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ZIZO Dry scales – bearded dragon 
OOO Tip the scales – crocodile, snake and 
turtle 
WGO Unexpected eggs – reptile eggs 

lizards. This Wildlife Trust site lists where they can be found in England and 
https://www.arguk.org/ have information for all of the UK. 
It is important that children get an opportunity to see reptiles. This could be 
through a visit to a zoo, or an organisation bringing reptiles into school. 
Some children will never have seen scaly skin – the schools library service 
might have examples that you can borrow. 
This video explains warm blooded and cold blooded. At this stage, children 
do not need to understand the details. 

Fish and sea creatures 
ZIZO Pointed Predator – star fish 
ZIZO Grey and black – mackerel 
WGO In the swim – various sea creatures 
WCYH In the waves - dolphins 

Fish are cold-blooded, live underwater, and breathe using gills. A good way 
for children to learn about different fish is to visit an aquarium or local fish 
shop. You can buy fish from a fishmonger for the children to explore and 
draw in the classroom. This gives them a chance to see the scales and feel 
the teeth. Children often don’t think fish have bones, so it is worth cooking 
some fish and letting children see the skeleton of the fish. 

Amphibians 
ZIZO Golden Jewel - toad  
ZIZO Tiny teeth – tadpole teeth 

Amphibians are cold-blooded, live both in water and on land, and do not 
have scales. 
You could keep frogspawn in the classroom and observe as they develops in 
to tadpoles and then frogs. The water needs to be changed regularly and 
you need no more than a teaspoon of frogspawn – this is CLEAPSS guidance 
on how to care for tadpoles. Most schools are members of CLEAPSS, check 
with your admin team for the password. 
Alternatively, you could go to a local pond to observe frogs and toads. Frogs 
tend to lay frogspawn in March, so that is a good time to find frogs near or 
in ponds. 

Mini beasts 
ZIZO Brown and bumpy – snail 
ZIZO Spectacular scales - butterfly 
WGO Wrigglers – worms 
WGO Busy bee - bee 

Use spotter sheets to go searching for mini beasts in spring and summer. 
Read this guidance from the Woodland Trust. 

 Animals across groups 
OOO Spooky animals – bat, owl and cat 
OOO Mystery marking – caterpillar, zebra 
and angel fish 
OOO Hot-steppers – lizard, duck and lion 

All these activities will help children compare the features of different 
animals. You could compare the number of legs in the What’s Going On? To 
flee or not flee or Hot-steppers. 
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OOO Wildlife in the pond - pond snail, 
tadpole and stickleback 
WGO To flee or not to flee - lots of different 
animals in this clip 

If you give children images of different animals, they can sort them in 
different ways. For example, by the number of legs, whether they can fly, or 
lay eggs. 
Visits to farms, animal parks or zoos will help to reinforce this. You could 
also get families to bring in pets and talk about their care and features. 
Get the children to talk about their favourite animal. What features does it 
have? Can they say what group it is in? If they have toy animals, they could 
bring those in and sort them by different features. This could be 
supplemented by toy animals found in Early Years. 
Stories involving animals are another good way to discuss features and diet. 

Carnivore, herbivore, 
omnivore 
identify and name a variety of 
common animals that are 
carnivores, herbivores and 
omnivores 
(England Y1) 

WGO – Muddy Meal –egret searching for 
food 
WGO – Special delivery – baby birds being 
fed  
WGO Hungry snails  
WGO Hungry hedgehogs  

As you look at different animals during the year, make sure you discuss what 
they eat. Children will then be able to use this knowledge to identify 
whether the animal is a carnivore, herbivore or omnivore. 
Children can sort pictures of familiar animals. You can also make sticky labels 
with pictures of animals on. Give each child a sticky label and chalk a Venn 
diagram outside in the playground. Can the children sort themselves into the 
correct place in the Venn diagram? 

Features of animals 
describe and compare the 
structure of a variety of common 
animals (fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and mammals, 
including pets) 
(England Y1) 
identify similarities and 
differences between living 
things, places, objects and 
materials;  
(Northern Ireland FS) 

ZIZO Prickly and spiky – cat tongue 
OOO Tongues – snake, giraffe and cat 
OOO Say cheese – cat, dolphin and horse 
teeth 
 
OOO Spooky animals – bat, owl and cat 
OOO Mystery marking – caterpillar, zebra 
and angel fish 
OOO Hot-steppers – lizard, duck and lion 
OOO Wildlife in the pond - a pond snail, a 
tadpole and a stickleback 

These activities focus on different features. 

Living/non living 
I can distinguish between living 
and non-living things. I can sort 
living things into groups and 
explain my decisions. 
(Scotland First) 

OOO Living-moving   
Mystery Bag Animal remains  
ZIZO Rugged ridges  
 
 

Use Living-moving to start the conversation and then go outside to look for 
things that are living, used to be living and have never lived. 
How would you build a shelter for a human? could be used to start a 
discussion about what humans and animals need to live. You could ask the 
question how long can a human survive without food, water, or air? What 
advice would they give a giant or monster looking after a human as a pet? 
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Basic needs of animals 
find out about and describe the 
basic needs of animals, including 
humans, for survival (water, food 
and air) 
(England Y2) 
 
 

WGO  Nothing lives here or does it? – 
desert habitat 
WGO Hostile world – Antarctic  
What if humans hibernated?  
Mission survive   Surviving on Mars  
Problem solvers A home on Mars 
What If humans lived under water? 

 
 

Human body and senses 
identify, name, draw and label 
the basic parts of the human 
body and say which part of the 
body is associated with each 
sense. 
(England Y1) 
I am aware of my growing body 
and I am learning the correct 
names for its different parts and 
how they work.  
I can identify my senses and use 
them to explore the world 
around me. 
(Scotland Early) 

ZIZO See the light – human eye 
OOO In your eyes – three eyes a human, 
stalk-eyed fly and fish 
ZIZO Hidden depths – human ear 
ZIZO Pink and Bumpy – human tongue  
OOO Tongues - different animal tongues 
ZIZO Prints – dog nose  
What if we couldn’t smell things? 
What if everything tasted the same? 
 
LWCYH – When we were young 
LWCYH  Terrific transformations 
LWCYH – Sharing is caring 
LWCYH -  Wild things 

Give the children post-it notes with the names of different parts of the 
human body on it. Can they stick it in the correct place on their partner? Get 
them to draw round a partner and label the outline – give them pictures of 
the different parts of the body to stick to the correct place. Play Simple 
Simon says to rehearse body parts or sing Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes. 
Devote a lesson to each sense and link it to a simple investigative task. 
Children can be given a list of objects to look for around school. They could 
take hand lens with them. They can taste different fruits and describe them, 
making a pictogram of their favourite fruit. Children can smell different 
smells. If you hide them in smell pots, they can match the smell to the 
number pot and use adjectives to describe them. Make elephant or rabbit 
ears for the children to wear on a headband and go for a sound walk 
outside, listing all the sounds they can hear. Use Explorify’s Listen What Can 
You Hear? to identify different sounds. 
For feel, put objects inside a mystery bag and children have to describe what 
they can feel and guess the object. They can play this in groups. They can go 
for a walk describing how the different objects they see feel, or make a feely 
book with different materials. 

Reproduction 
notice that animals, including 
humans, have offspring which 
grow into adults  
(England Y2) 
understand that some things 
change over time;  
(Northern Ireland FS) 

ZIZO Tiny teeth – tadpole teeth 
OOO A home for baby birds –  
OOO – Looking after baby - clownfish, a 
penguin and its baby, and a giant water 
bug. 
OOO – Baby animals – baby duck, lamb and 
elephant 
LWCYH – When we were young 

Use Baby animals and When we were young to discuss how animals have 
off-spring. Do all babies look like a miniature version of their parents? 
Discuss what if animals didn’t have young? so that children understand that 
the species would die out without reproduction. 
Born to dance will get the children talking about how they grow and develop 
in the video of different aged children dancing. 
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WGO Born to dance – young child and 
teenager dancing 
WGO Sandy adventures – turtles 
What if animals didn’t have young? 
WGO Coming out to play - film of a 
butterfly emerging from a chrysalis. 
WGO  Very hungry caterpillars - caterpillars 
hatching from eggs. 

Staying healthy 
describe the importance for 
humans of exercise, eating the 
right amounts of different types 
of food, and hygiene. 
(England Y2) 

OOO Fuel up – banana, spaghetti and cereal 
bar 
ZIZO Brown shapes – apple 
ZIZO Bumpy eyes - pineapple 
WCYH Let’s get physical – athlete training 
WCYH Scrub-a-dub-dub – a person getting 
clean 
BQ What is a balanced diet for us and the 
planet? 
 BQ How many vegetables should I eat?  

Children can sort a shopping bag of food, or photos into healthy and 
unhealthy. This BBC video looks at staying healthy. 
They can compare how different sports activities make them feel and plan 
how much exercise they will get each day. 
Use Scrub-a-dub-dub to start a discussion about keeping hands clean. These 
are resources from e-bug. 

 

Useful other resources to support planning can be found at: PLAN primary science assessment resources (planassessment.com) and Assessment (TAPS) - 

Curriculum Materials | Primary Science Teaching Trust (pstt.org.uk)  The Great Science Share 2022 has some good videos on Scientific Enquiry under the tab 

“Great Science Skills”. 
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